
The Message of Flowers



Dedicated to
all Mothers,
Carers and
Nurturers

who
prioritize the

welfare of
children and

support
with their

abiding love.



Red Rose
The enduring symbol of  love
throughout history. A red rose
speaks of passion, desire and a
love that moves you deeply and
for which you would risk so
much.



Dahlia
Long considered
a symbol of good

taste, its
perfection

reflects all that is
beautiful, refined

and perfect for
you. Don’t settle

for consensus
but claim and

celebrate what is
authentically

you.



Apple Blossom
This flower symbolizes preference.  It is about your

power to choose what most inspires and excites
you, and recognise your power to influence your

future by the choices you make NOW.



Saffron Crocus
Traditionally, a flower of
mirth.  It’s all about
exuberant glee, rolling
around in laughter and an
ability to appreciate the
funny side of life.



Purple Lilac
 Remembering the first

emotions of love.

   How wonderful
it feels.



Columbine
Traditionally associated with

folly but truly a liberating flower
which reminds you to make a

fool of yourself, be outrageous
and bring joy to others.



Cherry Blossom
This flower traditionally
symbolised good education.
It represents all aspects of
education, not just academic
but also enhancing social
intelligence. It reflects our
ability to seek within for
answers and trust the
wisdom found there.



Pansy
Historically this
flower represented
thoughts.  As we look
at the rays, radiating
for its centre, we are
reminded of the
expansive quality of
thoughts, radiating
from a central sun,
our inner genius and
sense of knowing.



Tulip
These colourful flowers
represented beautiful eyes.
Thus they inspire in us an
ability to appreciate beauty
in nature and the beauty we
witness in those around us,
for the eyes are the windows
to our soul.



Sunflower
Positivity, strength and  admiration
-  all meanings of the  noble
sunflower.  Like the
mighty life-giving
Sun after which it
is named, the
sunflower
generously and
unendingly offers
its golden light to
the world, inviting
us to do likewise.



Lily
The Lily historically
symbolised
coquetry or being
flirtatious. Each
coloured Lily has a
special meaning.
The sweet and
innocent beauty of
the white lily flower
has given it the
association of
innocence and
purity and also of
fresh life and
rebirth.



Lavender
Reflected in its violet colour, Lavender
has meanings which include silence,
devotion, serenity, grace and
calmness. A flower for
surrendering and  transforming
any stress in  your life.



Gardenia
This flower is
another that
symbolizes love.
It means. “you
are lovely” and
it is also a
symbol of
secret love. It is
a beautiful
reminder of the
importance of
self love and
compassion.



A flower of
lasting love
and the
delight in
finding your
soul mate,
or a deep
sense of
connection
to your
higher self.

Frangipani



Jasmine
Symbolizing amiability
and in ancient Persia
(Iran)  it meant "gift
from God".   A
wonderful flower of
gratitude and
appreciation for the
many gifts in our life.



Geranium
A flower of true friendship and

the love that comes from a
deep understanding of another
person, loving them just as they

are.



Magnolia
Throughout time, this flower has meant a love of
nature. Its meanings include dignity, spirituality and
peace  The strength of its fragrance mirrors the inner
strength and connection this flower represents.



If you would like to learn more about the amazing qualities of
colour, we recommend our

Drop into Life™ Colour Care Kit
with colour cards, colour chart and a book full of information not
only on colour but on associated affirmations and essential oils.

We also recommend our online colour courses where you
can personally experience the magic of colour and learn what it
has to offer.

Please visit our website for more information
www.dropintolife.com.au



With love from

 the

Drop into Life™ team

www.dropintolife.com.auRe
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